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SKITT SKIZZLE (Jet Master), was an exceptional galloper.

Jet Master stallion has given
Bosworth Farm a new lease on life
ONE wouldn't think there's much in common between Manchester Untied footballer Daniel James
and Gauteng-based stallion Skitt Skizzle but there is - both have made outstanding starts to their
careers, writes DAVID MOLLETT.
James had a dream debut scoring for United against Chelsea in August and Jet Master's son, Skitt Skizzle,
has had just 11 runners to date of which six have won 15 races.
"Skitt" won three races for champion Sean Tarry and - not surprisingly - his chief patron, Chris Van Niekerk,
felt that - considering Pomodoro's success - it was worth seeing if another of Jet Master's progeny could fire
at stud.
(To page 2)
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SKITT SKIZZLE (fm p1)

horses are named in this country - we should learn
from Coolmore who invariably come up with
powerful names - and I suggested, given Heavy
Metal's July success, it might be an idea to name
one or two after Heavy Metal singers.

Skitt Skizzle stands at Neil and Lyth Orford's
Bosworth Farm Stud near Klerksdorp - many moons
ago they bred with the talented Hobnob and, more
recently, they hit the headlines with Heavy Metal's
win in the 2013 Durban July.

"I love the idea - if the name's available, Heavy
Metal's little sister by Skitt Skizzle will be called
Alice Cooper," said Neil. Donnie Osmond is a
possible name for a colt.

That was the second of two July wins (so far!) for
Chris Van Niekerk and it understandably endeared
SA's leading owner to the Orfords.

After Heavy Metal had carried his royal blue and
red colours to success in the 2013 July, Chris told
the media: "I'll remain a fool and buy more."

"To be honest, we were about to call it a day and
then Skitt Skizzle came along and rejuvenated us,"
says Neil.

The Orfords are delighted he's done just that and
SA's leading owner has brought a spring back into
the step of their Bosworth operation. Thoughts of
shutting up shop have happily been dispelled.

"He has been a revelation - his first runner,
Cordillera, won first time out and then won the
Secretariat Stakes. He's a burly horse with a lovely
temperament - I first met him at our yearling spelling
farm and he was stabled right next to Pomodoro."

MOLLY’S 2020 MET MUSINGS

"Both are by Jet Master out of Northern Guest
mares and his progeny - in my opinion - tend towards Northern Guest."

Dear Bank Manager: "I hope you're in a good
mood - about my bond repayment this month..."

The Orfords introduction to Chris has a connection
with legendary actor, John Wayne. Chris had
arranged for a horse whisperer - an American girl
whose father is a plastic surgeon and grew up in
Hollywood with Wayne her godfather - to break in a
Fort Wood colt he'd bought at the sales.

Saturday's Met meeting at Kenilworth started on a
hilarious note. Bumped into Nico K at the entrance
gate and he was a whiter shade of pale. "Can you
xxxx believe it, they've left me a ticket which says
"public areas only."

Neil remembers the day well. "She was extraordinary - within three hours he could be ridden."

The Greek was not amused so I stirred it by saying
"should be interesting doing commentaries
amongst the throng."

What he said next, left me flabbergasted. "Chris
rode his own horse in the lunging ring - surely a first
for an owner."

That was my last laugh the whole day - Mr Bank
Manager, it went something like this:
Race 1: Now Greg Ennion and I have been buddies
for more years than we both care to remember and
he told me at the CTS cocktail party - "I've got a
Captain Al filly who will just about win on Met day."

I needed to confirm this and - after chatting to Ryan
Moore who was riding his grey filly Invisible in the
CTS 1600 in the fifth at Kenilworth on Saturday Chris confirmed this unlikely scenario. "Bit of an
athlete in my youth, David," he quipped.

The meeting was to end on a high note for M J
Byleveld, but Greg's runner, On Captain's Side,
forfeited valuable ground at the start yet ran on
strongly to finish second. I told the wife: "Well, Greg
nearly put us on a winner."

Neil is full of praise for Chris whom he describes as
"a wonderful asset to SA racing."
"I have often said that - for a breeder - a bad horse
is the test of a good friendship. The Fort Wood colt
fell into that category, but our friendship only grew
from those early days."

Race 4: You just had to love Andrew Fortune's
antics after Invidia had won the CTS 1200 - it won't
have been lost on SA's Frankie Dettori that the
purse won by owner Mario Ferreira was R2 million
more than the Met.

Champion trainer, Sean Tarry, isn't surprised that
Skitt Skizzle has made such a bright start at stud.
"He had tons of speed and ability - if I remember
correctly, he won his maiden by 10 lengths. He did
not achieve his full potential as he became way too
heavy."

Invidia was in my Pick 6, but here I stood to win
serious money if Lucky Houdalakis' raider, Wisteria
Walk, ran a place. The first leg of my double had
won in the UK on the Thursday.

Last season Skitt Skizzle had 30 mares and Neil
says "he has eight really nice foals at foot."

Quite correctly, Lucky had to have a stab at this
rich prize - particularly as he was saddling a filly
with a Gr1 place in her formline.
(to page 9)

This journo is always banging on about how badly
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INVIDIA (green-and-red silks, centre), flashed up late to win the R5-million CTS 1200 for trainer Ashley
Fortune and jockey Aldo Domeyer. (Wayne Marks).

Domeyer’s skills won the CTS
1200 for Fortune’s Invidia
WE’ve seen many good South African jockeys return from overseas spells over the last few
decades with improved skills which made them world-class riders in any book.
Michael Roberts retired after becoming champion
jockey of the UK, and the likes of Basil Marcus,
Douglas Whyte, Robbie Fradd, Piere Strydom,
Weichong Marwing, Kevin Shea, Greg Cheyne,
Gavin Lerena, Bernard Fayd’Herbe, Johnny
Geroudis, Richard Fourie, Callan Murray and now
Aldo Domeyer all boosted their already considerable
talents riding against the world’s best.

(15-2) by 0.75 lengths with Vaseem (25-1) in third
and Three Two Charlie fourth.
It was the first winner in the Western Cape for Fortune who said: “And what a way to break the ice.”
Domeyer, the son of Andrew Fortune, Ashley’s
husband, said the race had become a scrappy affair
with a lot of interference happening as everybody
darted to the inside. “So I decided to switch out and
I followed Greg (Cheyne on Three Two Charlie)
through, and once I asked him (Invidia) for more, he
just gave it to me.”

Hong Kong, especially, is a jurisdiction in which you
have to able to judge the pace or fall quickly by the
wayside. Domeyer was successful during a
relatively short Hong Kong stint.
He is an aggressive rider who adapted well to the
quick racing at Sha-Tin and Happy Valley
.
Domeyer’s recent return from Hong Kong to join
Candice Bass-Robinson as stable jockey came as a
surprise to most, but perhaps he had a crystal ball,
as he rode two Gr1 winners on Sun Met day for his
boss and also won the R5-million CTS 1200 for
owner Mario Ferreira and Ashley Fortune, who
delivered a remarkable training feat.

He added: “I can’t explain this feeling, no money
can buy it! It’s so nice to win this in front of a nice
crowd. Invidia was off the pace, but I kept his mind
on the job, I had to keep him going and he kicked
on to win.
“I rode him the way we planned and at the 300m I
felt we were in with a shout. I thought, just keep a
cool head and I could hear the crowd screaming.

All three wins came with perfectly timed finishes and
the first one, on Fortune’s three-year-old Invidia, got
the ball rolling for Domeyer on a dream day.

Ashley Fortune was delighted for owner Mario
Ferreira who picked up the R2.5 million first prize.
“Mario trusted us to find him a decent horse and I’m
happy we could repay him.”

Coming from near last, Invidia (12-1) stormed into
the lead in the final stages to beat Cartel Captain

Andrew Fortune delighted most on-course interview
watchers with a typically explicit and (to page 6)
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COUNT Jack won the CTS 1600 under a well-judged ride from Corne Orffer. (Wayne Marks).

‘Big Five’ syndicate wins the Five-Bar CTS 1600
JOCKEY Corne Orffer rode trainer Brett Crawford’s 8-1 shot Count Jack from a handy position in
Saturday’s R5-million CTS Mile at Kenilworth and let him loose at the right time. Orffer rode a
similarly well-judged race on Kilindini in December’s Gr1 Cape Guineas, knowing that Crawford’s
big-race runners invariably have a fitness advantage over their rivals.
Aside from the merits of his win, Count Jack
provided Highlands/Ridgemont with a feature winner
for their resident stallion Jackson, and the farms
Craig Kieswetter echoed Crawford’s words in the
post-race interview, saying: “We are delighted that
Jackson is finally starting to ‘fire’!”

The CTS 1600 was one of two sales races staged
on the G1 Sun Met undercard, in addition to the
CTS 1200. Both are non black-type races restricted
to graduates of Cape Thoroughbred Sales yearling
sales and are the joint-richest races in Africa with
purses of R5-million apiece.

TDN reporter Kelsey Riley was similarly impressed
by this victory and, taken by the colourful ‘Big Five’
partnership that owns Count Jack, wrote in her
influential publication: “After the group secured
Count Jack two years ago, they sent him to trainer
Brett Crawford.” She quoted the syndicate’s
nominee, Mick Flanagan, who commented from
Ireland: “Brett’s done a fabulous job with the horse;
he’s not the easiest horse in the world, he’s quite a
handful, but he’s obviously done a great job.”

About an hour after the race on Saturday afternoon,
Flanagan was heading into Dublin to celebrate at
the rugby with Ross Doyle and David Cox, and he
explained how he and Ross Doyle landed on Count
Jack for R250,000 (£12,616/€15,016) at the 2018
Cape Premier Yearling Sale.
Flanagan added: “When I was starting out, I used to
tag around at the sales in Johannesburg with Peter
Doyle, so for the last five or six years we all met
down there after Christmas in January and that year
we teamed up and bought a couple horses,”
Flanagan said. “We saw this colt at the Kieswetters’
and liked him. We all sat with each other at the sale
and ate and drank together, and ended up buying
him together. “Brett was always high on this horse,”
Flanagan said. “He gave him a bit of time (to p6)

The Big Five Syndicate - a group of familiar industry
faces from Ireland and the US, comprises Mick
Flanagan, Tom Ryan, Craig Bernick, David Cox,
Justin Casse, Ross Doyle and Anna Doyle, the latter of whom was in Cape Town to collect the trophy
with husband Peter.
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BIG FIVE AND COUNT JACK (fm p4)

INVIDIA, CTS 1200 (fm p3)

but once he hit the track he hit it running. Corne Orffer,
who is a great friend of mine who I used to pal around
with when I worked for Mike de Kock in Durban, he
gave the horse a great ride. It’s good for a number of
different reasons and everyone’s gotten a kick out of it.”

post-race chat in which he used several words
that won’t be considered suitable in polite society,
but he wouldn’t have cared less.
To be honest, we didn’t’ mind Fortune’s over-thetop banter either, nor did every one of dozens of
individuals who discussed the interview after the
race. Fortune’s family had just won a R5-million
race and he had every right to be jumping for joy
and to express himself in the often exaggerated
way we South Africans like to do it .

South Africa’s complicated equine export protocols
have meant that yearling prices in the country have typically been capped, as it is difficult and expensive for
buyers to export their purchases and for breeders to
trade in foreign markets, but that element combined
with a weak currency, on the flip side, has meant that
shrew overseas shoppers can find horses at a premium What’s more offensive - a few swear words in an
with a good shot at making money racing locally.
interview or a bunch of cretinous barbarians in
charge of a country — arsewipes who like to refer
But Flanagan-who has had pieces of up to six horses in to themselves as “honourable”?
training at a time in South Africa-said there is still upside to buying and racing horses in South Africa. “I’ve Our country is a hard-core place. We need
been doing this four or five years now and I’ve only sent constant relief, much more honesty, and loads of
money down one time,” he said. “I think the cost to re- humour!
ward ratio racing a horse is actually very good there.
The landscape is obviously changing with a couple Bred by Klawervlei Stud, Invidia is a son of Twice
guys no longer involved and different things happening Over (Observatory) out of the five-time winning
politically, but it’s a good, fun place, and who doesn’t Parade Leader mare, Zili. Originally sold for
love winning races in Cape Town in the month of R100 000 on the CTS April Yearling Sale, he was
January?
purchased for R180 000 on the CTS Cape Ready
To Run Sale when offered by Soetendal Estate.
“It provides a great platform for people to get into
horses and enjoy it. I can’t see us not doing it again. It’s Invidia took his earnings to R3 041 500 at his
been a pretty sweet experience. It’s just a bloody great third win from ten starts with 5 places. - tt.
day.” - tt.

ONE cannot truly understand the joy of a winner until you’ve experienced it, and a R5-million
success makes that feeling so much more intense. Here’s Andrew Fortune jumping a fence on his
way to welcoming Invidia to the winner’s enclosure, and, later, celebrating the win with a Formula
One-like champagne spray. (Chase Liebenberg/Wayne Marks).
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CANDICE Bass-Robinson with Gr1 Majorca Stakes winner, Clouds Unfold. (Wayne Marks).

A tribute to his winning family from Mark Bass
ON a day when not much was expected from the Candice Bass-Robinson stable from an odds
perspective, she was always quietly confident of our chances purely from the well-being of the
horses’ point of view, going into Sun Met week, writes MARK BASS.
It’s never easy to win a single race on any Met day,
but to come away with three winners, two Grade 1’s
and three top-dollar earners in the two CTS million
races, it turned into a red letter day for the stable.

him grow from an apprentice at Bass Racing to a
world stage jockey who can hold his own with the
best in the world.
What A Winter is a sensational sire! We have been
shouting from the rooftops from the very start as to
how special we think he is. We just can’t get
enough of them and I have no doubt he is destined
for greatness in the stallion ranks of South African
history.

It was a gritty 2019, but no one works harder than
Candice herself. We believe in her, and we have the
very best back-up in the industry with Mellisa Arnold
as her right hand lady Together these two women
make a brilliant team. We are very proud of all our
grooms staff and most importantly we are very
fortunate enough so have the most supportive and
passionate owners who have believed in us through
our 50 years of training.

Lastly but certainly not least, to the legendary pilot
of the Bass ship, Mike Bass. who celebrated his
75th birthday on Saturday. The man who chose
and trained What A Winter himself to four Grade 1 races, it was a real pleasure and a privilege to
return the favour in training Russet Air whom he
part-owns to Grade 1 glory.

We are one lucky family indeed!
A special mention to Marsh Shirtliff, Braam Van
Huyssteen, Phillip Bamford, Brian and Kathy Finch
and the Rupert family on an amazing and
memorable day and a huge congrats on their Grade
1 winners!

You are legend dad!
Well done to Vaughan and his team on a spectacular Met win with the courageous and hearty One
World, richly deserved and another stallion to keep
an eye on the near future. If his progeny have a
heart half the size of his, our stable will be full!

I would also like to pay a special tribute to Aldo
Domeyer, who showed just how classy and what an
amazing horseman he has become. His tactical and
calm brilliance yesterday was lapped up by his fans
and horse lovers alike, it’s been a privilege to watch

What a great day! - Bass Racing.
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and he seemed confident of a big run. I went and
doubled my bet.

With 300m to run, Wisteria Walk was in with a
shout, but the daughter of Vercingetorix could find
no more at the business end of proceedings.
Probably the long road haul had taken its toll.

Perfectly drawn at gate three, I expected Nico K
(how good was he and Clyde Basel with their calls!)
to be saying the three year-old was up with the
pace. No, to my horror, she dropped further and
further back till she was - what we call in the UK tailed off.

Race 5: With my big fancy, Namaqualand,
scratched with a knee chip, I chatted to Ryan Moore
in the parade ring and decided to rove his mount,
Invisible, in the trifecta. He finished fourth!

So victory went to stablemate, Eva Eileen, and to
twist the dagger I later found out that Turf Talk
editor, Charl P, had found this 25-1 filly as a “value
bet” in Turf Talk on Friday and that he and the
Jockey Club's boss and former handicapping and
collateral form expert, Vee Moodley, had figured out
that “Eva” was the right one when discussing her in
the parade ring.

Race 8: The certainty exacta of the day - Queen
Supreme to beat Celtic Sea. I wasn't the only one
who watched in bemusement as the Irish filly beat
only four home. Full marks to Candice BassRobinson - her old man will be proud of her - who
won with Clouds Unfold. Another winner for Aldo D
who told me "probably one of my best days ever."

I don't know if the Cape stipes had a word with
Cheyne after the race, but I'm sure Hassan was
bemused as me by his filly's poor performance.

The Met: Wasn't overly-strong on any of the big
four, but Vardy had done me proud in the Queen's
Plate so decided to float him and Bunker Hunt in the
quartet. The latter finished a creditable fifth yet there
was no "turn of foot" from Vardy which Adam
Marcus had expected.

Race 12: S'manga Khumalo has won a lot of last
races this term and I sided with his mount,
Veratrum, in the final event. He gave his all and
couldn't have known that he had the added burden
of my cash. True to my form on the day, "Bling" got
touched off in a photo-finish! - tt.

Lance Michael's long-serving employee, Eric
Chiappa, who knows a thing or two about the sport,
got this one right. After the final field had been announced, he was quoted in Business Day as saying:
"There's more chance of me jumping off the Cliffs of
Dover and surviving than Vardy staying the 2000m
of the Met."

“We’ll get them in Durban!”
“I think you can draw a line through Vardy’s Met
run,” jockey Craig Zackey told Turf Talk on
Saturday evening.

But "forget about the losses - I'm absolutely
delighted for Vaughan (Marshall)," I told my better
half. We go back to the days when the Rolling
Stones were in their prime and I remember his first
Cape Guineas winner, African Warrior (Muis
Roberts). Good on you, Vaughan, we'll have a beer
or three when we next meet up!

Zackey explained that Vardy clipped the heels of
Hawwaam approaching the 1700m mark and that
his mount dipped so low they almost came down.
“You can’t see much from the side-on, but we went
down low. Vardy lost his rhythm after travelling well
early. He wasn't the same after that, I had to start
niggling early to keep him in the running and he
didn’t produce his customary big finish. I thought
we’d win this. We’ll get them in Durban!”

Race 11: Now I've been in the game long enough to
know - Cowboys don't Cry, but on this occasion I'm
going to. I'd say my close association with Paddy
Kruyer may go back even further than Vaughan and
he mentioned at the CTS sale that "I've got two nice
fillies running on Met day."

Zackey said that Vardy was placed one off the rail
when Anton Marcus made an inward move on
Hawwaam and the incident happened. The Stipes
ruled this to be a racing incident and took no further
action.

With Greg Cheyne booked for the ride, surely the
stable fancy had to be the Dynasty filly, What A Flirt.
He had ridden her into third place on her previous
start.

Trainer Adam Marcus reported this morning: “Vardy
looks to have come through the race unscathed but
I will be looking at him with my vets again tomorrow
followed by a full set of X-rays.” - tt.

I even had a word with owner Hassan Adams - so
good to see him over his illness - in the parade ring
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Private stripper saved the eve

WITH what appeared to be the entire United Kingdom and
Germany in Cape Town at the weekend, Maverick’s Club
had to turn several keen oglers away and all the city’s
“exotic dancers” were booked. This photo was leaked from
an unknown private suite on the Kenilworth grandstand on
Saturday night. After futile efforts to secure the services of
a professional, guests found a private entertainer from the
Plattekloof region. She went by the name of Martine
Joanne Bilefield, also known as “Skapie” and her briefs had
onlookers in a state of ecstasy, or pain, if the look on that
curly-haired chap’s face is anything to go by.

Brokeback Mountaineer Awards: # 102

Enquiries: Jo Knowles on 083 399 6353
joknowles.ems@gmail.com

FOR fondling defenceless CTS CEO Wѐhann Smith in full
view of the public at Kenilworth on Saturday, brothers Ross
and Craig Kieswetter receive this month’s award for
budding Brokeback Mountaineers.
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